Safe Sidewalk Canopies

We have all your pedestrian protection needs covered.

Scaffolding, lighting, flooring, handrails, window openings, ADA accessibility, signage, local, state and federal requirements and guidelines – a lot can go into the installation of even the most basic sidewalk canopies, bridges and sheds. The right solution needs to take into account the location and surrounding environment, the needs of pedestrians, and the demands of the building owner, tenants and adjacent businesses. Let BrandSafway guide you through the process and put our experience to work for you, designing safe, cost-effective and reliable overhead protection on your next project.
Let us install a safe and cost-effective sidewalk protection solution on your next project.

To ensure pedestrian traffic can continue uninterrupted and businesses run as usual during construction, BrandSafway offers a broad range of sidewalk canopy, bridge and shed solutions, designed from a variety of materials and scaffolding to meet all necessary requirements, including those related to:

- Lighting
- Flooring
- Sidewalk slope
- Transition floor plates and ramps
- Handrails
- Window openings
- Signage for permit holders and businesses
- ADA accessibility
- Local, state and federal codes

BrandSafway will work with you, the building owner and the contractor to ensure that any sidewalk canopy or overhead protection is the right solution for your jobsite, allows for the greatest pedestrian mobility and safety, and considers the location of doorways, loading docks, handicap ramps and parking garage entrances.

BrandSafway is a full-service scaffold and vertical access company. You’ll receive complete turnkey installation, service, engineering support, and safety and operations training.

Ready to Deliver

Safety First and Foremost
Expertise Industry-Leading Depth/Range
Solutions The Broadest Portfolio
Productivity Increased at Every Level
Local Management and Labor